Adaptation of Acupuncture and Traditional Chinese Herbal Medicines Models Because of Climate Change
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China is the vast country which has the highest population and providing enough and stable food is a challenge in China and climate change is expected to exacerbate problems, and agricultural systems models play significant roles in identify strategies to support global food security and protecting the environment. Literature search was conducted in Medline, Research gate, Scopus, Pubmed and Google scholar databases. The keywords were climate change, acupuncture and traditional Chinese medicine and health benefits. Climate Change will influence distribution of agricultural production, food supply and global markets in Asia and the world. The impact of climatic changes on agriculture can be divided into shift in climatic and agriculture zones, impact on plant growth and crop production, impact on agriculture soil such as soil organic matter, soil fertility, biological health of soil, soil erosion, soil water availability, and of course increase in number of pests, plant diseases and weeds. Traditional Chinese medicine uses five phase theory to describe the relationship between five zang and their physiological function, five zang and structure and function of various parts of the human body, and also the correlation between each part of human body and nature and society. Not only were the ancient Chinese scholars aware of Qi, the immaterial medium that connects between different parts of a body and speaks the intelligence of the body; they also recognized that nature, just like the human body, communicates between its different parts through its own Qi and the climate pattern. Farmers should adapt to climate change strategies which integrate traditional experience and indigenous knowledge with scientific researches and government polices as key factors. Because of climate change, China will be more vulnerable to droughts, heavy rains and heat waves. Climate change will extend growing seasons for some crops and make shorter growing seasons for other crops in North part of China and will bring less reliable rains, soils that retain less water, the spread of dangerous pests and unwanted weeds. To maintain or increase qualitative production of Chinese herbal crops, adaptation strategies, particularly to increasing temperatures affecting irrigated wheat, or expanding the cropping area will be required.
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Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has a history of thousands of years it is formed by summarizing the precious experience of understanding life, maintaining health, and fighting diseases accumulated in daily life, production and medical practice (Ge et al., 2019; Ogbaji et al., 2018; Shahrajabian et al., 2019a,b). Acupuncture is also a technique in which practitioners stimulate specific points on the body. Acupuncture may help reduce pain. Both Acupuncture and Chinese herbal remedies date back at least 2200 years, although, the earliest known written record of Chinese medicine is related to 3rd century BCE. According to TCM, a person is healthy when harmony exists between two forces; illness is also result from a breakdown in the equilibrium of yin and yang. Western medicine focuses mainly on treating disease, but TCM looks at the entire well-being. It is both systematic theories and also has abundant preventative and therapeutic methods for diseases (Shahrajabian et al., 2019c,d). Global warming has been an issue in many aspects and the impacts of future climate change on many sectors such as agriculture, forestry, water, energy, ecosystem, and health have been controversial (Monteiro et al., 2018). Climate Chang has already caused significant impacts on water resources, food security, human health especially in Africa and Asia (Kang et al., 2009). China encompasses various climate regimes from northern boreal to southern tropical and from western arid to eastern and southern humid climate zones. Three major issues about climate change in China can divided to: a) The effects of climate change on the inland aquaculture sector, b) The effects of climate change on grain and forage agricultural production, c) The development of the total factor productivity and its determinants on agriculture sector. Research on the social impacts of past climate change would not only prove that past climate change affected human society, but also explain the processes and mechanisms of these impacts, including their positive and negative implications for human society (Fang et al., 2015).

Traditional Chinese medicine is indigenous to the Chinese and is therefore classified as a traditional medicine, and when it is used by non-Chinese ethnicities, it is called a complementary medicine. The five phases theory defines the nature of matters based on the related characteristics of wood, fire, earth, metal and water. The five phases maintain the generation and restriction relationship among them. Traditional Chinese medicine uses five phase theory to describe the relationship between five zang and their physiological function, five zang and structure and function of various parts of the human body, and also the correlation between each part of human body and nature and society.

Farmers are particularly vulnerable to extreme weather fluctuations brought by climate change. When unusual flooding, droughts, early frost, and late frosts occur, crop yields are affected which impact farm profit. Additionally, increased diseases in soil due to hotter days, and changes in insect patterns, which are at times unseen of before, all impact farm operations. With unpredictable weather patterns, farmers are often unable to respond proactively to these fluctuations. Other times, even a proactive approach cannot change nature's course. Chinese agricultural production has increased in recent past 30 years, although rising average temperature and declining land area sown has increased.

China has played a crucial role in advancing key elements of the foundations for future development and the global agenda by taken major steps to advance international cooperation, especially on climate change. China has also participated in forms of transnational governance such as the Gold Standard, a carbon credit certification scheme. China's current goal is to maintain a food self-sufficiency rate of around 90-95%. China has already made progress by decreasing its reliance on coal, increasing investments in clean energy and shifting its economy away from heavy industry. China also needs to safeguarding the resource base, improving resource use efficiency, particularly fertilizer nutrients and water, reduce non-point pollution and other environmental impacts, mainstream agricultural climate change mitigation in low-carbon management through innovative mechanisms such as clean development mechanism and ecosystem service payments, reduce food waste in all stages of the food chain and promoting
When it comes to climate change, improving education, training and public awareness on this issue is also an important parameter, which is why in recent years, Chinese government and Chinese Academic centres have strengthened the training and education on climate change with noticeable efforts in enhancing the general public awareness of climate change and of course promoting sustainable development inside mainland China. One of the most important efforts to strengthen scientific researches and technology innovation in China related to climate change are, to reach advanced levels in research on climate change in related fields, to make remarkable progress in technology on energy development, energy conservation and clean energy, and to improve adaptation technology in agriculture and forestry. The concept of restoring balance is an integral part of traditional Chinese medicine.

Chinese medicine’s understanding of yin and yang allows us to see that personal health comes from balance and that if people are to address the destabilization of the climate, people need to address the condition of the internal environment. Not only were the ancient Chinese scholars aware of Qi, the immaterial medium that connects between different parts of a body and speaks the intelligence of the body; they also recognized that nature, just like the human body, communicates between its different parts through its own Qi and the climate pattern. Haque et al. (2014) reported that a systematic collection of knowledge on the use of traditional medicines to cope with climate-sensitive diseases can help the adaptation of communities vulnerable to climate change. They have also noted that it could increase the health coping capacity of people in a resource-poor setting and contribute to their adaptation capabilities. Dashtdar et al. (2012) explained the concepts of win in traditional medicine books and they have concluded that Chinese medicine is applicable for public health specialists, traditional and complementary medicine practitioners, and those who are interested in historical medicine and provides a theoretical basis for herbal drugs or acupuncture administration to eliminate wind in order to treat various diseases. Kelly (2012) noted that prevalent assumptions about climate change held in the industrialized West through the lens of Chinese medicine, an explore deep-reaching philosophical understandings from classic Chinese medical texts that have much to offer in discussions about- an action towards climate stabilization.

Adaptation New Models to Increase Qualitative Parameters in Chinese Herbal Crops in Response to Climate Change

Agricultural systems science is an interdisciplinary field that studies the behavior of complex agricultural systems (Shahrajabian et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019). Agricultural system models play significant roles in identify strategies to support global food security and protecting the environment (Qin et al., 2018). Agricultural system simulation models also can capture current knowledge of agricultural science which have the potential to elucidate the effects of soil textures on crop productivity and water use (He et al., 2014). The climate change scenarios considered in their study, agricultural net revenues would increase in most regions of China, except for the Northwest, the Southwest and parts of the Northeast, as a result of the projected increases in temperatures and precipitation levels (Wang et al., 2012; Morgounov et al., 2018).

Climate changes resulted in substantial changes in the dates of planting and harvesting normally leading to extension of growing season, and longer planting-harvesting period was positively associated with the grain yield for most of the locations (Li et al., 2014). Li et al. (2014) found that the climate change has a universally negative effect on Chinese agriculture and implies that a higher flexibility of maize producing timing and a better regional adaptation to climate change in Southwest region could offset or even to outweigh the potential reduction of maize production in Northeast region. Chen et al. (2018) revealed that climate change would have major negative impacts on crop production, particularly for wheat in north China, rice in South China and maize across the major cultivation areas due to a decrease in crop growth duration and an increase in extreme events. Qin et al. (2018) have shown that grain yield and environmental impacts, such as soil organic
Adaptation of Acupuncture... carbon, N leached and nitrous oxide emission are influenced by different climate change.

Qian et al. (2016) showed that climate scenarios based on climate change simulations by some models might be sufficient for projecting regional crop yield changes. Asseng et al. (2019) stated that grain and protein yields are expected to be lower and more variable in most low-rainfall regions, with nitrogen availability limiting growth stimulus from elevated CO$_2$.

They have also noted that climate change adaptations that benefit grain yield are not always positive for grain quality, putting additional pressure on global wheat production. Qin et al. (2018) found that the appropriate N input could be 100-125 Kg N ha$^{-1}$ in order to balance production and environmental impacts.

He et al. (2013) proved that a water and nitrogen management model can be used to simulate the water movement and N transport, as well as crop growth. Also, this model used to simulate water and nitrogen balance and crop yield for different soil profiles. He et al. (2012) have showed the importance of researches on climate change and he indicated that growers in Saskatchewan have the potential of earlier seeding. It is clear that climate change is putting pressure on wheat yields in several ways, such as lower annual, autumn and spring rainfall; later starts to the growing season; higher temperatures during growing season.

Hernandez-Ochoa et al. (2018) propose that to maintain or increase future wheat production, adaptation strategies, particularly to increasing temperatures affecting irrigated wheat, or expanding the cropping area will be necessary. With climate change the highest level of potential production will generally be attained with wheat varieties that have larger temperature sum requirements for grain filling and hence a longer period of grain filling (Paymard et al., 2018). Paymard et al. (2018) showed that changing planting dates and densities can be beneficial for adaptation of wheat to climate change. Richter and Semenov (2015) concluded that changes in the variance of weather variables will have little effect on grain yields. However, they declared that the average wheat yields are likely to increase by 1.2 to 2 t/ha (15-23%) by the 2050s because of a CO$_2$-related increase in radiation use efficiency (RUE). Yang et al. (2019) after using a crop model (STICS) found that using earlier flowering cultivars reveals higher yield gains (26-38%) than that of early sowings (6-10%), which are cable to reverse the yield reductions.

CONCLUSION

In the Chinese philosophy, climate means the Qi of nature. It is reminding the world that nature is larger body, and human are each a cell of this body, and both the cell and the body have their own level of intelligence. If either the body or the cell claims the dominance of its intelligence without the awareness of the other, people have diseases. Global climate change is likely to change the frequency of extreme weather events: tropical cyclones may increase as sea surface waters warm; floods may increase as the hydrological cycle intensifies; and heat waves may increase in mid-continental locations.

Climate change represents an external influence on agricultural production, which is beyond the control of producers and hence only leaves them the possibility to react to changing conditions. Also, according to the theory of yin-yang, all opposite matters in the universe, which are interrelated with each other or two opposite aspects within one matter, can be defined as yin or yang. Rapid increase in levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere have significant impacts on agricultural systems and crop production due to increase carbon dioxide, ozone levels, changes in rainfall and seasonal temperature, and increase pest, weed and diseases in plant canopies.

Climate change and its effects will certainly increase in the near future, although the extent to which they do so can not presently be determined. The influence of climate change on medicinal plants, in particular, has not been well studied and of course it is not fully understood. Climate change may become a more pressing issue for the herbal community, potentially affecting so many people. Agricultural crop production systems are extremely sensitive to climate changes such as changes in temperature and precipitation which can lead to increase number of pests and disease, thereby reducing harvest index and finally affects the food security of Asian countries, especially China. Improving water productivity and keep sustainable...
relations with environment, may decrease the adverse effect of climate change.

The global cooperation is important for China to cope with the adverse impacts of climate change on food security and safety. The future researches in China should be for a better understanding of the responses of crops to changes in climate and influence of climate change on agricultural products, diseases, pests, and atmospheric constituents.
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